Draft Resolution UNSC/2.1

United Nations Security Council


Topic: The Middle East (Syria)

Recognizing that twenty million people have been internally displaced in the Middle East,

Noting that the Syrian civil war is very complicated and has many factions,

Fully aware that many of the Geneva convention codes have been dishonoured,

Emphasizing that the conflict in Syria has deeply traumatized the women, children, and families of Syria,

1. Calls upon nations to hold fundraisers to donate money to the cause of the Syrian refugees and those that are internally displaced;
2. Requests safe passage and transport for refugees through places such as the Suez Canal;
3. Encourages the construction of child care centres for refugee women and children to educate, comfort, and protect the families of Syria;
4. Demands protection of the main water supplies, therefore allowing them to be restocked;
5. Strongly recommends that we the United Nations supply water filtration technology to Syria;
6. Authorises military forces to ensure that Assad permanently steps down from his presidential role and have him sanctioned only for military resources (all foreign properties will still be in full operating motion);
7. Supports the idea of disabling and shutting down ISIS recruiting websites;
8. Demands that an equal and free election will be instated in the care centres and refugee camps in and around Syria;
9. Strongly recommends all eligible citizens to vote for a new leader, reinstating Syria as a democratic country;
10. Proposes that peace talks be held between conflicting factions, including the government and the Kurds, to hopefully increase diversity in Syria’s government;
11. Encourages countries that accept less refugees to donate more to the cause based on the countries’ current economic condition.